It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set
brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams
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The Town Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party, appeared Easter weekend on St. George Street.
The Town Criers have been engaging the national audience in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida for four
years. [See
http://www.examiner.com/review/a-look-attown-crier-s-history]
This weekend the Town Criers were
warning the people about our Communist
President and his plans to destroy our
Country from within. His latest deal with
the Iranians shows his true identity. He
was, and is, an Islamic sympathizer. In
“Audacity of Hope”, Obama said that, “I
will stand with the Moslems should the
political winds shift in an ugly direction.”
He has, he does and he will.
Photos by TCC Staff
While 80% of the United States citizens identify as ‘Christian’, they sit
back and watch as fellow believers are beheaded and murdered by ISIS
and other Islamic radicals. Normally, a Christian President would send
relief and support and rally the civilized nations against these murders.
Likewise, in the past, Christian relief organizations would be advertising
for their relief efforts to help the refugees in the murder fields. But the
Town Criers have seen little or no appeals from Christian Churches and
their relief organizations. On the contrary, ISIS and Jihadist sympathizers
are joining the fight to kill Christians and Jews. But when Obama gave
billions of dollars to support the Muslim Brotherhood take over in Egypt,
the press did not cover the story. When the MB in Egypt was eviscerated and outlawed by General Sisi, after
the coup d’état, arms to our ally were stopped. Why? “Because our Muslim President has Brotherhood
advisors in his administration. All of this is being played out before our eyes. Yet, the 80% are blind to what is
going on. If Rush Limbaugh can observe that there has been a ‘Communist silent coup’ of our Federal
Government, we can add that there is a ‘Muslim spell’ cast over the Whitehouse,” a Town Crier volunteered.

A Tale of Two Signs
The “Big Red Sign” pictured above and first introduced in 2011 continues to remain the Town Criers most
popular sign. This weekend people eagerly grabbed the sign with the desire to be photographed with it. Back
in 2011, there was a discussion as to whether Obama was a communist or not. Today, most people know the
answer. The statement that “Obama is a Communist” is no longer news. The people understand who he is.
[See http://www.examiner.com/article/obama-is-a-communist-is-no-longer-news ] However, no one held the
ISIS sign. A few brave souls allowed themselves to be photographed with the sign, in view. When the Town
Criers call Obama a Communist, the public frequently responds with, “And a Muslim too.” This Easter
weekend, there was a reluctance to stand against those who murder their Christian brothers. Obama’s Middle
East policies are killing Christians. Is anyone going to resist?
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“Less Lethal”...than what?
By
Maureen Michelle
The government’s newest weapons shopping list, comes on
top of the 1.6 Billion rounds of ammunition purchased for the
Department .of Homeland Security over the past 2 years.
It is concerning, that our southern border has been
intentionally left wide open, while munitions solicitations are
being made for serious crowd control.
One would be led to believe, preparations and solicitations
procuring these kinds of serious munitions, would be required for deterring, maiming and seriously injuring
human beings.
Consider:
1) Why has Congress not demanded our border be sealed? It's almost as if undesirables are being
enticed to enter. Lending a note of hypocrisy to their knee jerk spasms of, “national security” and
“terrorists” under every bed. Wouldn't condoning the wide open border make the Department of
Homeland Security, an oxymoron?

2) No one is addressing why this degree of what is referred to as “non-lethal” weaponry is needed,
or who it will be used against? What/Who exactly, is the anticipatory recipient for their use?

3) Why have these inquiries perfectly coincided in conjunction with the approaching *Jade Helm-15
“exercises”?
4) Would American Military, in defiance of the Posse Comitatus Act, wielding these weapons, still
consider them “non-lethal enough” to be exercised upon their own family members?
5) If the taxpayers are contributing to the funding of these purchases, why then is it not brought
widely to the public's attention? Why then, if these exercises are as innocuous as the media has
promoted, require live munitions, no matter how non-lethal?
“U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) intends to solicit responses to Request for Information (RFI)
20082225-JTC for Less Lethal Specialty Munitions (LLSM) for use by the Department of Homeland Security
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(DHS). CBP is interested in incorporating commercial and industry practices that support this type of
procurement. To accomplish this, CBP intends to make industry a partner in all facets of the acquisition process,
specifically by considering existing market capabilities, strengths and weaknesses for the acquisition of this
commodity.”
https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=6c29a831cd2e57b5c5a0bc6f53775a09&tab=core
&_cview=1
FedBizOpps-Homeland-Less-Lethal4.14-PM
Over the course of 9 pages *(PDF), the technical requirements call for an arsenal of specialized weaponry for
training and deployment against crowds.

So why are the Feds prepping to take on crowds?
On top of a wide range of gas and chemical grenades, rubber
bullets and other riot rounds, the purchase calls for “controlled
noise and light distraction devices,” including flash bangs which
set off a 175 dB sound with 6 – 8 million candelas light bursts in
10 milliseconds.
Officially, the request is put through Customs and Border Patrol, a
subset of the Department of Homeland Security, but it is unlikely
that the equipment will be used to protect the border and keep
out illegal aliens. The riot gear and crowd control devices have
many potential uses.
The requested equipment includes:
Hand Delivered Pyrotechnic Canisters, including
Smoke Canister for Training (Reduced Toxicity)
Continuous Discharge Large Smoke Canister
(Operations)
Continuous Discharge CS Canister
Orange Colored Smoke Canister
Green Colored Smoke Canister
Pocket Tactical Smoke Canister
Pocket Tactical CS Canister
Three Part Sub-Munitions CS Canister Non-Burning
Internal Canister OC Grenade
Non-Pyrotechnic Indoor/Outdoor Use

Flameless Expulsion Grenade (OC)
Flameless Expulsion Grenade (CS)
Flameless Expulsion Grenade (Inert)
Hand Delivered Rubber Ball Grenades
Rubber Ball Grenade
Rubber Ball Grenade (CS)
40mm Launched Specialty Impact Munitions

40mm Direct Impact Sponge Cartridge
40mm Direct Impact Sponge Cartridge (OC)
40mm Direct Impact Sponge Cartridge (Marking)
40mm Direct Impact Sponge Cartridge (Inert)
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40mm Sponge Training Rounds
Crowd Management Projectile Cartridges
40mm Smokeless Powder Blast (OC)
40mm Smokeless Powder Blast (CS)
40mm Long Range Canister (CS)
40mm Long Range Canister (Smoke)
40mm Cartridge Four Part Sub-Munitions (CS)
40mm Cartridge Four Part Sub-Munitions (Smoke)
40mm Aerial Warning Munitions (100 Meters)
40mm Aerial Warning Munitions (200 Meters)
40mm Aerial Warning Munitions (300 Meters)
40mm Aerial Warning Munitions OC (100 Meters)
40mm Aerial Warning Munitions OC (200 Meters)
40mm Aerial Warning Munitions OC (300 Meters)
Controlled Noise And Light Distraction Devices

Distraction Device Compact
Distraction Device
Distraction Device Reloadable Steel Body
Distraction Device Reload
Command Initiated Distraction Device Reload
Distraction Device Training Fuse
Distraction Device Training Body
Multiple Detonation Distraction Device
Low Profile Distraction Device
Command Initiator
Ferret Rounds:
40mm Ferret Round (OC Powder)
40mm Ferret Round (OC Liquid)
40mm Ferret Round (CS Powder)
40mm Ferret Round (CS Liquid)
40mm Ferret Round (Inert Powder)

“The projectile The ferret rounds are designed to penetrate barriers and deliver debilitating or disrupting
chemicals:
shall be designed to penetrate barriers of glass, particle board, and interior walls. Upon impact of the barrier,
the nose cone will rupture and instantaneously deliver the OC liquid on the other side of the barrier.”- Practice
drills?????????
* The 9 page PDF file link below is available for a more specific identification regarding how these “non- lethal”
weapons perform when activated.
https://www.fbo.gov/utils/view?id=e8b35bc2214b30752ea903601ce16a49

April 11, 2015
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Prominent
Communist
Leaders
Hold
Conference
Tea Party Tests Public Reaction
Photos By TCC Staff (Upper Photo 10-13-12 Lower Photo 4-11-15)

While Barack Hussein Obama
and Raul Castro were meeting
in Panama City, Panama, the
Town Criers, a committee of the
St. Augustine Tea Party, tested
the public’s reaction in the
historic district of St. Augustine,
Florida. The Town Criers have
been engaging the public in this
capacity over the past four
years. The upper collection of
photographs was taken about
three weeks before the 2012
election. The lower collection
of photographs was taken on
April 11, 2015.
[See http://www.examiner.com/review/a-look-at-town-crier-s-history]
The public’s reaction has remained unchanged. While the media and the political parties do not report Obama’s
Communist background, the national audience on St. George Street has consistently understood the nature of
Obama’s political background. Obama’s connection to Saul Alinsky’s tactics as a community organizer is
understood. “The people are angry and they want these trashy politicians in Washington removed,” a Town Crier
said.
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Tea Party Movement’s
Base Expanding
Millennium Generation Joining the Fight
In 2012, the people willing to be associated with the Tea Party were largely older citizens. This is reflected in
the 2012 pictures shown above. Millenniums would call the Town Criers neocons and clearly saw the Tea Party
as part of the Republican establishment. The Town Criers report that this is no longer true. In fact, the Criers
contend that people participating in their activities on St. George Street, are more likely to be of the younger
generation. This is reflected in the pictures shown here of this weekend’s activities. This growth of the base
has been taking place for the last year and a half. Review of Town Crier archived photographs reveal this
startling fact. “It is ironic that the young people educated by progressive teachers, whose unions are
communist controlled, are rejecting the failed policies of the left,” Dave Heimbold St. Augustine Tea Party
Media Chairman said. Continuing, “There probably never was a philosophical connection between the Tea
Party and the Republican Party. The leadership of the GOP believes in printing money and growing
government, while the Tea Party believes in a constitutional small government based on sound money.” The
Republican National Committee showed their fear of the Libertarian and Tea Party movements at the national
convention in 2012. They refused to let Republican Presidential Candidate, Ron Paul, speak at their
convention. That fear prevails and is reflected throughout the party. “Now, Libertarian and Tea Party forces
are merging. The result will be a new majority party. The Republicans and the Democrats are soiled brands.
They employ tactics that produce the kind of politicians we have today. We need a fresh start with leaders
who approach politics by telling the truth,” a Tea Party spokesman said.

Town Criers Welcome
Two New Members
Bruce Davidson and his daughter, Sara Davidson,
made their first appearance as Town Criers this
weekend. Like most newcomers both expressed
surprise at the overwhelming support that the
Tea Party receives. Bruce pointed out that one
individual seem to be upset with our presence in
front of the Columbia Restaurant. A seasoned
Town Crier worked the public right in front of
him. The success of the effort forced him to
retreat. .
Photos by TCC Staff
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Obama’s
Muslim
Sympathy
Revealed
Obama has resisted recognizing
the terrorist attack at Fort
Hood Texas by Nidal Hasan calling
Photos by TCC Staff
it “work place injuries” for nearly five years. This weekend the Town Criers engaged the public’s response with
the signs, pictured above. The success of the Town Criers, over the last four years has been largely due to their
total rejection of “Political Correctness”. “This foul Soviet concept has no place in America. The public instantly
recognizes the truth when it sees it,” explained a Town Crier veteran. The Purple Heart and Fort Hood signs
were well received by the national public visiting historic City of Augustine, Florida. Large numbers of people
expressed believe that Obama is a Muslim and that he hates America. Clearly, the public expressed their
contempt for Obama.

Hillary
for
Prison
In anticipation of Hillary Clinton’s
announcement that she will be a
candidate for president, the Town
Photos by TCC Staff
Criers decided to have a campaign of
support for Hillary. Not for President, but, for prison. They encouraged the idea of Hillary for Prison. The public
enjoyed the play on words and responded favorably to sign.
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April 12, 2015

Will the Real
Hillary Clinton
Please Stand Up
In a video released on the Internet, Hillary
Clinton announced that she would stand as a
candidate for President of the United States.
“ I’m running for president. Everyday
Americans need a champion, and I want to be
that champion.” Hillary Clinton
Tea Party members suggested that Hillary
does not understand the definition of a
champion. Champions are honorable people.
They honor their responsibilities and take 3
AM calls and they do not lie about it when they fail. The former “Goldwater Girl” turned Alinsky Communist is
not fit for any office. Clinton was an Alinsky protégé during her college days.

Hillary Told America Who she is in 2008
During Clinton’s unsuccessful bid for the Democratic nomination for president in 2008, she stated, “I am a
progressive in the tradition of the early 1920s.” That makes Hillary Clinton a Fabian socialist, which was
imported into the US under the name Progressive .Progressivism and Fabian socialism is an incremental
process to the ultimate goal of Communism.
On January 31, 2015 the Town Criers conducted a random poll. The poll question was, “If Sarah Palin and Hillary Clinton
were running for president in 2016, who would you vote for. The poll was random as witnessed by this reporter. The
question was not asked of people who came up and engaged Town Criers. Rather, the Town Criers selected people along
the way. Some refused to participate, but when they found out they could vote, neither, they readily joined in the poll.
The sample was 100 persons. Once an answer was given, it could not be retracted. The results are as follows: Neither
20%; Palin 74% and Clinton 6%.
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April 14, 2015
Guest Editorial

On Citizens and Natural Born Citizens
By John Knapp
I'm not disputing that Barack Obama is a U.S. Citizen. Nor do I dispute that Marco Rubio is a
U.S. Citizen. When Obama was born, he had an American mother and a Kenyan father, so
he had a dual citizenship, one from each parent. When Marco Rubio was born, his parents
were still Cuban émigrés, and not yet American Citizens, which in today's parlance, made
Marco Rubio an 'anchor baby'. Marco was born in 1971. Marco's parents didn't get their
U.S. Citizenship until 1975.
So, though both Obama and Rubio are rightfully U.S. Citizens, neither are 'Natural' Born
U.S. Citizens, according to the Founders' meaning and intentions, because neither was born to two American
Citizen parents at their time of birth. (Ted Cruz may have this same 'problem'....as though it seems to be a
'problem' anymore.) Please understand, I believe a President Rubio or a President Cruz would very likely be
The natural Reaganesque, whereas His Disgracefulness proves himself daily to be a disciple of Karl Marx.

The Natural-born Citizen concept was a very salient point to the Founders, who thought enough of the idea
that they enshrined Constitutional restrictions for the offices of President and Vice-President, so that all future
occupants of those two offices would, hopefully, have political allegiance only to the United States.
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Barack Obama is a textbook example of how blatantly ignoring the Founders' wisdom on this can come back to
bite America on the butt. At best, Obama's allegiances are woefully mixed. At worst, purposely intended to be
anathema-tic to American interests, both at home and abroad.....past, present, and future.
It's not that hard to understand. The U.S. Constitution plainly states in Article II, Section 1 : 'No person except
a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the time of the Adoption of this Constitution, shall
be eligible to the Office of the President;...'
There used to be this simple, well-understood distinction, that there might be enough difference between
being a Citizen and being a Natural Born Citizen, to perhaps matter at the highest level of American
government. However, over time the Supreme Court has managed to muddy the issue. When the Constitution
was written, it was accepted that Citizenship comes down to the child through the citizenship of the child's
parents, that the citizenship of the parents was simply a birthright-inheritance, to be automatically conferred
upon the child at the time of its birth.
The Founders would insist there was no such thing as an 'anchor baby', because the children of illegal
immigrants would inherit the citizenship of their parents, depending on their parents' actual citizenship. The
former orderliness of American society is being destroyed, when our borders are no longer recognized,
whereby a flood of unknown illegal aliens are able to Balkanize (i.e., 'invade') the country, whereby the
meaning and value of American Citizenship is consequentially, substantially, and permanently diluted......even
in the pursuit of the highest office in the land.
To prove the 'powers that be' still recently paid any regard to the concept of what it means to be a Natural
Born Citizen, please ponder this: John McCain was born in Panama of two U.S. Citizen Parents. Well before the
2008 election got under way, a bill quietly went through the Congress which stipulated that John McCain was
a U.S. Citizen, even though he was born in Panama. When McCain eventually won the Republican nomination
for President, the RNC sent a form letter to all 50 state Attorneys-General, notifying them John McCain was
the Republican nominee for President, that he was a Natural Born U.S. Citizen, and to please put his name on
their respective state's ballot in November. I have a copy of that RNC letter to the Florida Attorney-General.
Comparatively, when Obama was nominated, the same sort of form letter went out to all 50 states' AttorneysGeneral, but that letter attested only that Barack H. Obama was the DNC's candidate for President, and to
please list him on their state's ballot. The letter was signed by Nancy Pelosi, but made absolutely no mention
of Barack Obama's Citizenship, Natural-Born or otherwise. I also have a copy of that letter.
So, the Attorney Generals of all 50 States failed to notice this glaring discrepancy between the two letters. Or,
they just didn't care enough to ask any relevant Constitutional questions?
The American people have no idea of the fraud that is upon them.
John Knapp

April 14, 2015
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Commissioner Smith
Meets his Socialist World
OMG...Commissioner Jeb Smith, himself,
experienced the insanity of St. Johns
County bureaucrats gone bonkers.
The exasperation of Commissioner Smith in
recalling his own experience, as
Commissioner, of being excluded from the
meeting that following a request to lower
the overhead doors on a public building, was
a wonder to behold. Mr. Smith, speaking at
the St. Augustine Tea Party, had a controlled,
public catharsis as he relived what all of us
have experienced in dealing with the
dunderheads at the county every day. So, the
request to "lower the doors" on a building
that Mr. Smith had used for 20 years for 4H
events, snowballed into a meeting of
lawyers, code enforcers, and bureaucrats
that concluded in a proposal to spend
$3,000,000 on a new facility. What's
new? .
The conclusion of the matter is , St. John
County employees have an “Adversarial
Attitude” in dealing with the public. Instead
of being helpful, the culture is to say, "No.” It
is all about them and not the public.
Welcome to the Socialist World Mr. Smith.

Who's really in charge?
It takes no more than a casual encounter to
realize that it is the County administrator ,
Michael Wanchick, and his army of
bureaucrats. The battle cry, “Quality of Life”,
rings through the halls of county
government. “Quality of life” together with
“Sustainability”, clearly marks the direction
of the Socialist bent. The public is fed up with
the growth in government. They don't want it
at the state or local level and they are about
rebel at the federal level.

Put Mr. Wanchick in his place, Mr.
Commissioner!

Photos by TCC Staff
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Commissioner Jeb Smith,
Sales-tax Issue and the
Tea Party
The drama for the evening at the St. Augustine Tea Party
meeting on April 14, 2050, was Commissioner Smith’s
defense of his vote to study a sales tax increase in St.
Johns County, Florida. Mr. Smith's reason for continuing
the 'study' was to bring to light the fact that farmers and
businesses in his rural district are getting hammered with
absurd ad valorem tax increases, yearly. He claimed that
his farmer father's tax increase was 21% this year. (A
maximum increase for home owners is 3%).
Commissioner Smith's support for the 'study' was to find
a way to equalize the tax burden.
Mr. Smith revealed that he got lots of angry phone calls
from constituents who were not pleased with his voting
for a sale-tax 'study’. Had Commissioner Smith voted
"No" on February 17th, on the second vote, it would
have killed the sales tax effort.
Mr. Smith championed the idea of imposing a sales tax
increase in St. Johns County if the revenue was used for
rollback ad valorem taxes. That way, more people would
be carrying the tax burden. This concept is not entirely
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rejected by fiscal conservatives. Many conservatives support the idea of consumption taxes, sales taxes and
user fees. It is a better way to raise revenue as it involves more individuals. They also believe that such taxes
would have an ability to improve the economy only if they replaced the existing taxes such as property and
income taxes. Sales taxes are usually promoted on the basis of promising that the funds will be used for a
popular purpose. In neighboring Putnam County, for example, when the sales tax was voted in the politicians
promised that the money would be used to improve roads. Few roads were improved and now the revenue is
being used to pay interest. When asked by a Tea Party member if the rollback feature could be changed after
the sales tax was in place, Mr. Smith indicated that it could. Commissioner Smith, a very gifted speaker, made
a great presentation. However, the distrust of the current Board of Commissioners and future boards failed to
convince many at the Tea Party meeting.

It is a Spending issue, not a Revenue issue
Of course, the Tea Party position is that they are “Taxed Enough Already”. Frank Bailey, a new Tea Party
member, recently said after listening to a long, complicated presentation by Denver Cook about the County’s
budget, “Sounds to me like you can solve the problem, just by cutting every department 10%. Any business
knows how to do this without disrupting activities and the County can learn how to do this as well.” The
County has a spending problem and all the talk about a sales tax, being pushed by the County Administrator, is
a diversion from recognizing the real situation.
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Hillary
Decimated
by Palin in
Today’s
Poll
The media and party polls continue
to play each other off with this
candidate or that one being beaten
by Hillary. When another candidate
beats Hillary, there is the
proverbial declaration of “within
the margin of error too close to
call”. This is a never ending theme
to fill airtime. The Town Criers ask
you to consider their random poll.
The Town Criers are a Committee of the
Photos by TCC Staff
St. Augustine Tea Party and have been conducting polls and interacting with the national audience in historic
St. Augustine for over four years. [http://www.examiner.com/review/a-look-at-town-crier-s-history]
The poll taken April 18, 2015 is actually the second time the Criers pursued this question, “Who would you
vote for Sarah Palin or Hillary Clinton?” On January 31, 2015, the Criers first asked the question. The purpose
was to gauge the effectiveness of the media’s distortion and ridicule of Sarah Palin, and to test the
effectiveness of the rejection of Sarah Palin by both political parties. The results of that poll were: 74% Palin,
6% Clinton and 20% neither.
Now that Hillary Clinton has announced her candidacy for president, the question was asked again. The reader
should bear in mind that this is not an opinion poll strictly from St. Augustine residents. Very few people on St.
George Street, on any one day are from the city. St. George Street is populated by people from every state in
the union, and many countries of the world. The poll was random and face-to-face. Only American citizens of
voting age were allowed to participate.
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Palin Wins Hands Down
The results of today’s
poll are:
1. Palin
79%
2. Neither 14%
3. Clinton 7%

The “Big Red Sign” pictured
above Always Wins!
According to the Tea Party, the Communists in America
have been hiding under the names Liberal, Progressive,
Marxist, and Socialist since the 1920’s. For practical
purposes the Democratic Party’s leadership is Communist.
The GOP’s leadership is always looking to what other people
think and doing what other people say. This “rudderless”
party is adrift. They are like “fellow travelers” in the cold
war sense. The Council on Foreign Relations operatives in
both parties is leading this country to a New World Order. In
2009 and 2010, it was the Tea Party that stopped their total
takeover. http://www.examiner.com/article/tea-partystopped-the-communist-take-over-of-the-usa-2010 “No one
saw the Tea Party coming. Now, it is alive in the people. So
The Big Red Sign always wins,” a Tea Party spokesman said.
Continuing, “When the sign is exposed to the public, it
either awakens one, or gives assurance to others that their
belief is not alone. In the minority cases it infuriates those
who wish to remain in hiding.” Today this reporter
witnessed an individual who said, “That sign it infuriates
me!” The response from the Town Crier was, “Thank you,
that’s what the sign is intended to do.” The majority of
people now understand truth behind the sign. Others are
awakened. America’s enemies are infuriated because for
100 years they have been able to hide. The Tea Party’s job is
to bring truth, into a world of deception and corruption.
Truth always wins.

“I had no idea that the Town Crier
Committee Report would be read around
the Country when I first wrote about the
Tea Party’s problems with the local
Republican activists here in North East
Florida. Little did I know that the GOP
had a co-op or destroy plan in store for
the Tea Party movement as a whole.
We were naïve back then. We thought
the GOP was just like us, patriots. But,
sadly, we learned they were party loyalist
first. They marched to the tune of the
party bosses right or wrong, and not to
the values of the Constitution.
Both the Obama’s IRS gangsters and the
GOP attacked the Tea Party movement
and tried to destroy us and declare us
dead. But lo and behold! The new world
of the “Internet Media” has sprung up.
Despite the attacks of the gangsters in
the White House and their buddies in the
GOP, we are getting the message out;
Obama is a Communist and a Muslim
sympathizer. We are still here and
growing our base. Look at all the young
people joining our ranks."
Lance Thate, Editor and Publisher
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April 25, 2015

Palin
Slams
Bush
New Poll
Destroys the
Vision of the Elite GOP Leadership

Photos by TCC Staff

Republican’s “Rock Star Status” Ignored by both the Media and GOP
On April 25, 2015 a random face-to-face poll was conducted in St. Augustine, Florida, testing the strength of
two potential presidential candidates. The question was “Who would you vote for Sarah Palin or Jeb Bush?”
The results are as follows:

1. Palin 55%
2. Bush 37%
3. Neither 8%
The poll was conducted by the Town Crier Committee. The Town Criers, a committee of the St. Augustine Tea
Party, have been engaging the public in the historic district of St. Augustine, Florida for over four years. The
historic district hosts 5 million visitors per year. [See http://www.examiner.com/review/a-look-at-town-crier-shistory]
The committee has been running a series of polls, testing the effects of media slander against Gov. Palin. The
first poll was taken January 31, 2015. The poll involved Palin and Clinton. Palin received 74%. The second poll,
on April 18, 2015, was after Clinton announced and the money scandal started to surface. Palin received 79%.
[See http://www.examiner.com/article/hillary-decimated-by-palin-today-s-poll]
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The Republicans have a Winner
Republicans have a winner. There is no
one that the Democrats could put up that
would beat Sarah Palin. They know it; the
Republican leadership knows it. From
conversations with Republicans on this
subject this reporter concludes that the
Party would prefer to lose an election
than embrace the former Governor of
Alaska. Governor Palin was a reformer.
She cleaned up the corruption
surrounding the oil industry in Alaska. If
you were involved in the corruption,
being a Republican didn’t save you. And
then going rogue during the vice
presidential campaign. The Republican
elite do not want candidates that lead,
they want followers. So, the Republicans
are doing what they do when you go rogue; they shun you. In an ABC interview with Neil Karlinsky, in January,
Sarah Palin suggested that she might be interested in a presidential run. She has been to Iowa. Anyone going
to Iowa is a potential candidate. Look at the long list of Republicans who are on the list, just because they
went to Iowa. But this does not apply to Sarah Palin. The most charismatic Republican candidate is nowhere to
be seen or mentioned.
The corruption in Washington is rampant. “The Clintons and the Bushes make a lot of money “helping
people”. It is a cottage industry in Washington. With a Bush and a Clinton as your choice, the people lose,” a
Tea Party spokesperson said.

The public Loves Sarah because She’s a Real Person
The following observations were made during the polling: 1) Women were more likely to vote for Palin than
Bush. 2) Age did not seem to be a factor.3) Young Libertarians, who would have been horrified a few years ago
to vote for a conservative, a neocon, were far more likely to vote for Palin because they are looking for
someone real.4) In fact, the public polled generally has great affection for Sarah because they perceive that
she is “a real person” who would look out for their interests and not her own. She demonstrated that in
Alaska. The public believe she stands for American values and decency; she speaks truth to power.
Over and above the fact that Palin won over Bush in this poll, is the realization that the Media’s negative
characterization of Palin failed to convince the public who participated in this poll.
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Deceptive Media

The Attack on
Political
Correctness
Continues
Today marks the 145th appearance of the
Photos by TCC Staff
Town Criers on St. George Street The Town Criers are a Committee of the St. Augustine Tea Party. Five million
people visit St. Augustine each year and all of them find their way to the historic district. The Town Criers
make every attempt to meet at least some of these visitors each week. The Town Criers with their full-size
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Gadsden flags and their Tea Party signs are seen by 8 to 10,000 people each weekend. To fit in the colonial
town atmosphere, the Criers are dressed in period clothing. “Well, I wouldn’t go so far as to say we are in
period clothes. We are in clothing that is a facsimile of period clothes. We would do a disservice to our
reenactors who are also present on the street. Their clothing is in fact historically correct down to the last
detail,” a Town Crier volunteered. The reenactors and elaborately dressed Pirates who also frequent the
historic district received nowhere near the attention that the Tea Party people receive. That is because they
do not carry signs. Today, the Criers were deluged with requests for pictures, literally hundreds of pictures.
The requests were so frequent that it made it difficult for them to complete a poll they were taking.

A Story about Signs
On Memorial Day 2011, The Big Red Sign, shown above, made its first appearance. A fifth generation of
The Big Red Sign is in production. It will feature the original Soviet colors. Yellow and red signs are powerful
images. That’s why the Communists selected the colors. The Big Red Sign simply states that, “Obama is a
Communist”. For most Americans, the word Communist invokes a negative emotional reaction. For that
reason the truth, coupled with the emotion, receives a powerful response. The Big Red Sign is the most
popular sign that the Criers have ever carried. It is universally accepted as truth, except by the communists
themselves. They know, in order to be successful, they must hide their identity. “Our exposure infuriates
them. Oh well, they’re not happy people anyway,” a Crier offered. Then he asked, “Why doesn’t the press
expose Obama? The people know the story. Why do they ignore the facts? Is it because the Media, itself “is
the message”, the center of attention? It seems like “The Rhetorical Question” (without ever being answered)
is the ‘hook’ that draws TV viewers and drives ratings. That’s why we answer the question with a 4 word
sign…”Obama Is a Communist”. You could listen to Hannity and his ilk for a life time and never get a straight
answer”…Here it is… Obama is acting like a Communist because he is a Communist and a Muslim sympathizer
who hates America.
Thus, two new signs were displayed for the first time to expose
Obama’s true nature. . One recited, “Obama sells Out the USA”.
While it is a true statement, it lacked the emotional contact. Not one
person wish to be photographed with it. The second sign stated,
“Obama hates America”. Obama’s behavior demonstrates the
truthfulness of the sign. The startling effect of its wordage invokes
the emotion. The sign was sought out nearly as much as The Big Red
Sign by the public. You will recall that, Rudy Giuliani made the same
statement, “Obama hates America.” Fox News personality, Megyn
Kelly, brow beat the former New York Mayor for an apology. To the
credit of Mr. Giuliani, he refused repeatedly. Mr. Giuliani and the
American public already know this simple truth; Obama hates
America. “It looks like we have another winning sign,” a Town Crier
declared.
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Political Correctness
Political correctness is a term that goes back to the Cold War days, and the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union
could not tolerate free speech. “And now, Communists are imposing this disgusting concept on Americans. On
university campuses, on public lands and in government buildings, free speech is being restricted. It is a direct
assault on the First Amendment,” an impassioned Crier declared. The Town Criers have been engaged in a war
against political correctness for the last four years. From the reaction of the public, today, it appears that the
Town Criers are winning that war.
‘The Signs of truth are like a lighthouse beacon shining across the troubling waters of the media’s political
correctness of descent and lies…Wow, I said that?” a member of the Town Criers said, with a laugh.
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE, ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE

The Goal of

Socialism is

Communism
Important Notice: To those who receive this publication by Email: You will continue to receive this Report at the end of the month. However, this publication is
now on the Saint Augustine Tea Party Website. Individual articles are being posted as they occur. Also archived issues with indexes are available on the Website.
For Historic City News readers the Town Crier Committee Report is available by clicking the SATP link on their page or go to www.saintaugustineteaparty.org

I WANT
YOUR
LIBERTY

DEFEND
LIBERTY
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO:

SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party
PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL
32085
Donations not currently deductable.

Donations

currently deductable. Stand up for
There is a revolution going on. Come join the CounternotResistance.
individual Liberty.

Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve Liberty. We are blessed to see the
awakening of America.
Lance L. Thate,
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report LThate@comcast.net
Town Crier Committee Chairman
www.SaintAugustineTeaParty.org

Please send this on if only to one person.
Copyright 2015. All right reserved by Lance Thate. Pictures may be used with permission and you and you accreditation
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